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Primary English: teaching reading across
Key Stages 1 and 2
(Terms 1, 2 and 3)

This module provides an introduction to the teaching of
English in the primary years. Trainees learn the theory
underpinning approaches to early reading and are able
to develop their understanding of this through
intentional practice. The module supports trainees to
develop the knowledge, skills and understanding to be
effective classroom practitioners. 

View Online

64 items

Core Texts (13 items)

These are core texts which introduce and develop ideas around teaching reading. When
we use these in seminars I will include a link to the relevant chapter. Additional chapters of
these texts should be explored independently in more depth to support you in writing your
assignment.

The shark caller - Zillah Bethell, Saara Katariina
So
̈
derlund, 2021

Book  | Essential | This is our core novel for the module. You will need to purchase this
book and read it before session 10.

The secret of literacy: making the implicit explicit - David Didau, 2014
Book  | Recommended

The National Reading Panel Report: Practical Advice for Teachers - Timothy Shanahan,
2005

Document  | Essential | This is a clear overview of suggestions for teachers following the
NRP.

The science and poetry in learning (and teaching) to read - Maryanne Wolf, 2018-12
Article  | Recommended | This is a fascinating introduction to the complexities of

learning to read.

The art and science of teaching primary reading - Christopher Such, 2021
Book  | Recommended | This book has a good overview of the importance of phonics  as

well as giving a clear introduction to fluency, vocabulary and comprehension. It is clearly
written and provides a clear introduction to early reading. It is  increasingly reflective of
current practice in schools.

Improving literacy in key stage 1: eight recommendations to support the literacy of 5 – 7
year-olds - Caroline Bilton, Sarah Tillotson, 2021

Document  | Recommended | An overview of the core elements of early reading is
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/7e2d96ce-a1f2-4212-83cf-84967f8a0052
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/953F6088-91ED-E32B-6E4B-70EA45569771
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/22BE4EDF-1BDA-EC2C-EE55-02B5A322F24A
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/970376da-c49b-4f59-8aaa-65574c6240cb
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/84a9f49c-aa9d-4e9b-982e-b43fbf246e23
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/00791792-1c72-4778-bf54-84e619bad5b8
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/00791792-1c72-4778-bf54-84e619bad5b8
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included here.

Teaching primary English: subject knowledge and classroom practice - Eve Bearne, David
Reedy, 2018

Book  | Recommended | A maximum of 6 users can access this e-book at a time. If you
get a message to say the book is in use, you can do as suggested and sign in (you will
need to create an Ebsco account first if you don't have one) so you can place yourself in
the queue. You will then be emailed when it is your turn and will need to sign back in to
your MyEbscohost account, go into the Folder (top right) and then click on "My Checkouts"
to access the book (you will then have several hours to read it).

Developing language and literacy 3-8 - Ann Browne, 2009
Book  | Recommended | Please initially read chapters 1 and 2 to develop your

understanding.

Becoming a teacher of reading - Margaret Perkins, 2015
Book  | Recommended

Understanding and teaching primary English: theory into practice - James Clements,
Mathew Tobin, 2021

Book  | Recommended | Matthew Tobin is a member of the Brookes ITT team. This text
will support you to develop a secure understanding of English and is one you will return to
throughout your degree. If you would like to purchase a copy please speak to Mat or
Naomi about how to obtain a 30% discount.

The reading framework: teaching the foundations of literacy - Department for Education,
2022

Document  | Essential

Corebooks - Centre for Literacy in Primary Education
Webpage  | Recommended | This is a useful resource for developing your knowledge of

children's literature.

Session 1: Introduction to primary English and teachers as readers (3
items)

National Curriculum in England: English programmes of study - Department for Education,
2014

Webpage  | Essential | Read and summarise how the expectations of reading develop
from KS1- KS2

Chapter 4: How do children develop as readers?
Chapter  | Essential | Please ensure you read this chapter and make notes. We will share

thoughts and questions during the seminar,

Dialogue and the development of children's thinking: a sociocultural approach - Neil
Mercer, Karen Littleton, 2007

Book  | Recommended
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/1e0e1796-ee57-4a2d-b3c6-bc34270de222
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/3ff62d00-03dd-43e6-a2a6-e7b0d848e246
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/5d7cceac-e6b8-4cc8-98ce-3877525e248f
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/403090e3-42ae-4d20-bfef-c77922e165d1
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/60b8c8d5-fdc2-4f0b-bfb3-7e93023787a5
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/e59ef500-b774-42f7-9e8a-b42ebeff39ae
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/55C26E11-33CF-769E-2CBD-77E2F6BAD11E
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/63B549AC-1D8D-1E57-0C3A-09D94B5A7D22
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/172b43ef-fd81-41c1-b71e-dc3ad02a56ad
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Session 2: The Simple View of Reading (3 items)

The simple view of reading: theory
Chapter  | Essential | Please read at a minimum pages 101-110  (link embedded) before

this seminar.  If possible, read more of this chapter. You will be expected to share your
notes and key takeaways during the seminar. Note down any questions this raises - we will
explore these further in the seminar.

Independent review of the teaching of early reading: final report - Jim Rose, Great Britain.
Department for Education and Skills, 2006

Book  | Essential

Reading: the next steps - Department for Education, 2015
Document  | Recommended

Sessions 3: Phonics - theory  and terminology (4 items)

The reading framework: teaching the foundations of literacy - Department for Education,
2022

Document  | Essential | Read the section on 'Word reading and spelling' (section 3 p.38).
Please ensure you arrive at the seminar with notes that summarise your reading and a list
of key phonics terminology.

Teaching decoding: the pedagogy of phonics
Chapter  | Recommended

Teaching systematic synthetic phonics in primary schools - Wendy Jolliffe, David Waugh,
Angela Gill, 2019

Book  | Recommended


Sold a Story - Emily Hanford, 2022

Audio-visual document

Session 4: Developing understanding of classroom practice in phonics
teaching (3 items)

Systematic synthetic phonics and how children learn to read
Chapter  | Essential | Read chapter 4 before the seminar. Please ensure you arrive at the

seminar with notes that summarise your reading  and a list of key phonics terminology.

Drawing on Reading Science without Starting a War - Benjamin Riley, Feb 2020
Article  | Optional

Choosing a phonics teaching programme - 2022
Webpage  | Optional

Session 5: Reflecting on phonics teaching practice and securing
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/D380E8BB-62BE-2F82-83CD-EF1022E1F32E
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/C3B6758B-6E83-08A2-EE99-78E07C2E6893
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/2A76C758-94C8-BB2B-8A9F-EDA100DCCDB4
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/08aeb1a4-eccd-49f2-8ec5-1ddec5706d74
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/FA17AE19-FD34-364F-2EFA-77A28C9798AE
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/F901F1B2-91D3-4343-40F5-3C7A1964FBA3
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/6C9DF9DC-998A-FE02-7E6B-6D9647D672AD
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/6C9DF9DC-998A-FE02-7E6B-6D9647D672AD
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/5bd7f2a3-424e-4520-bc56-38185e6ab842
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/47aa65bc-8f5d-43b6-a85d-4f8d38aeda49
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/A4C23A11-43C9-C83D-2AED-59277E4E11A2
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knowledge (2 items)

The ResearchED Guide to Literacy : An Evidence-Informed Guide for Teachers - James
Murphy , and  Tom Bennett, 2019

Book  | Essential | Read 'The journey to skilled reading' chapter. Take notes and come to
the seminar ready to discuss this.

Training teachers for phonics and early reading: developing research‐informed practice -
Naomi Flynn, Daisy Powell, Rhona Stainthorp, Morag Stuart, 2021-05

Article  | Optional | This may be of interest for your assignment as you develop your
understanding of the challenges of effective phonics teaching for all children.

Session 6: Fluency – theory and terminology (2 items)

Comprehension
Chapter  | Essential | Please read page 208 (a 2 minute read) on fluency and

comprehension. Define the three components of fluency: accuracy, rate and prosody and
be ready to share your definitions in our seminar.

Teaching Literacy - Developing Supportive Fluency Instruction for Students Who Struggle -
Tim Rasinski, 2014

Article  | Recommended

Session 7: Fluency - classroom practice (2 items)

Why Fluency Should be Hot! - Tim Rasinski, 2012
Article  | Recommended

Introduction
Chapter  | Essential | Please read the introduction before the seminar and take notes on

the importance of fluency in the development of reading.

Session 8: Vocabulary theory and terminology (4 items)

Vocabulary
Chapter  | Essential | You will need to read and make notes on  the vocabulary chapter.

We will be discussing this in our seminar.

Why Closing the Word Gap Matters - Jane Harley, 2018
Document  | Essential | Ensure you familiarise yourself with the key findings of this

document before the session.

Overemphasising the vocabulary challenge? - Barbara Bleiman, 2018-03-21
Webpage  | Recommended

Word rich or word poor? Deficit discourses, raciolinguistic ideologies and the resurgence of
the ‘word gap’ in England’s education policy - Ian  Cushing

Article  | Recommended | This is very interesting and will support deeper thinking about
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/a670f1d7-cbe8-4660-8211-b24583dda40e
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/c2bd0727-a2de-44d8-a970-11408963dec9
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/137f5a9d-2bed-4e48-8bc7-f7f6a5095f04
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/95cd2bef-e6d9-42fb-8a1d-66e21ade4fde
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/db341d39-57d8-4b06-b65a-2ec8ebf71c13
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/bf3e7128-0d9a-48b4-aec3-046a40649575
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/9a3ddeea-a3a4-4d9d-9271-9a9ef5dcc990
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/6bc2a515-e80c-442e-b4f1-b69b5bec45c0
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/5ffc9d68-c9dd-4fee-8b50-0537dd4cccac
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/f872ef39-e7ac-40d0-9ad3-00223dd9fd81
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/f872ef39-e7ac-40d0-9ad3-00223dd9fd81
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how we use language in our teaching. By engaging with this you will develop your
knowledge and understanding  and bring an alternative  perspective to your assignment.

Session 9: Vocabulary - classroom practice (2 items)

Bringing words to life: robust vocabulary instruction - Isabel L. Beck, Margaret G. McKeown,
Linda Kucan, 2013

Book  | Recommended | Read chapter 1: 'Rational for robust vocabulary instruction'
Make notes and be prepared to discuss these in the seminar.

The ResearchED Guide to Literacy : An Evidence-Informed Guide for Teachers - James
Murphy , and  Tom Bennett, 2019

Book  | Recommended

Session 10: Reading comprehension - theory and terminology (6 items)

During these sessions you will develop your understanding of early reading and learn how
to explicitly teach comprehension strategies.

Guiding readers: layers of meaning : a handbook for teaching reading comprehension to
7-11-year-olds - Wayne Tennent, David Reedy, Angela Hobsbaum, Nikki Gamble, 2016

Book  | Essential | Read and make notes on pages 34-44.

The Role of Background Knowledge in Reading Comprehension: A Critical Review - Reid
Smith, Pamela Snow, Tanya Serry, Lorraine Hammond, 2021-04-03

Article  | Recommended

What Every Teacher Needs to Know about Comprehension - Laura Pardo, 2004
Article  | Essential

Remarkable Retellings, Super Summaries - 2010
Article  | Recommended

The usefulness of brief instruction in reading comprehension strategies - Daniel Willingham
, 2006

Article  | Recommended

Session 11: Reading Comprehension - classroom practice (4 items)

The National Reading Panel Report: Practical Advice for Teachers - Timothy Shanahan,
2005

Document  | Essential | Please read the comprehension section.

Teaching comprehension
Chapter  | Recommended | Read chapter 8 'Teaching comprehension' and complete the

comprehension reflection activity .

Improving reading comprehension in kindergarten through 3rd grade: a practice guide - T
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/dc538163-4cf2-48ef-8ca3-ff44a5365d44
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/78f971bc-37ba-477c-9ac1-3c96805a82fb
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/00f3455f-7c3e-4fec-b6fc-1c7dd3d147b6
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/00f3455f-7c3e-4fec-b6fc-1c7dd3d147b6
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/f3443fa9-54a9-4ae8-b432-60e91ab0cd86
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/29811D8F-6425-4E53-3A16-C7BBAE06CF12
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/DE37ED2E-3345-561D-E107-ABD418842B5A
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/519F4F95-9048-4FAF-9FFB-49DDA82E91BF
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/b82f332c-04a6-4858-a7a1-6a8afcfffe32
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/F201195F-D384-06F5-074D-6ED05BEEBDAB
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/fedfcece-3920-45bd-9dfb-e9ab65b0a64a
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Shanahan, K Callison, C Carriere, NK Duke, PD Pearson, 2010
Article  | Recommended

Understanding reading comprehension: processes and practices - Wayne Tennent, 2015
Book  | Recommended

Session 12: Reading Comprehension - Talk and comprehension (2 items)

Chapter 3 - The Three Sharings
Chapter  | Essential

Closing the reading gap - Alex Quigley, 2020
Book  | Recommended

Session 13: Assignment briefing (2 items)

Where's the Evidence? Literature searching for Education and Early Childhood Studies
students - Oxford Brookes Education Librarians, 2020

Audio-visual document  | Essential

Finding journal articles: a guide for Education students - Oxford Brookes Education
Librarians, 2021

Document  | Essential

Session 14: Reading a broad range of high-quality literature and
reading for pleasure (3 items)
We will consider how poetry and non-fiction can be used to teach fluency, vocabulary,
comprehension and enrich children's language and knowledge.

Promoting reading for pleasure in the primary school - M. J. Lockwood, 2008
Book  | Essential | Please ensure you read the introduction and write a summary of what

you understand Reading for Pleasure to be,

Reading teachers: nurturing reading for pleasure - 2023
Book  | Recommended

Teachers as readers: building communities of readers - Teresa Cremin, Marilyn Mottram,
Fiona Collins, Sacha Powell, Kimberly Safford, 2009

Article  | Recommended | (full research project)

Session 15: Assessment of reading– theory and terminology (4 items)

A defence of grammar - David Crystal, 2016-06-03
Article  | Optional

Phonics Screening Check Materials 2017
Webpage  | Essential
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/4B34FA87-4046-BA91-7E34-511AB1FFCCC0
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/14DBE5AF-EC90-2F32-0041-F7EC33D929CF
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/C766973A-93F4-66AE-4F38-7E64C1F9D6F8
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/440411D9-B03D-4E98-52A2-A791A3828651
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/440411D9-B03D-4E98-52A2-A791A3828651
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/C7D6C345-C672-CA5F-4E82-0CFD8D3A0FD3
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/98DAB30F-BE52-5B91-7B5A-E14E1DEFE03B
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/317F5EA1-6812-35CB-E38A-56DAFA09CD54
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/B288A39B-6134-E6A3-D36B-10EC77C246C4
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/F9D253EC-94D3-607D-583D-180108307BBC
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/AEA62015-A9D8-ECA4-410C-9B754A18B65A
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Knowing and recording children's development as readers
Chapter  | Recommended

Describing and assessing progress in reading
Chapter  | Essential | Chapter 9

Session 16: Grammar in context (1 items)

Teaching grammar, punctuation and spelling in primary schools - David Waugh, Claire
Warner, Rosemary Waugh, 2022

Book  | Recommended

Session 17: Early writing and spelling (1 items)

Teaching primary English: subject knowledge and classroom practice - Eve Bearne, David
Reedy, 2018

Book  | Essential | Read the introduction to part three 'P3I.1 What is writing for?'

Session 18: Teaching English across the curriculum (3 items)

The Curriculum - Mary Myatt, 2019
Book  | Essential | Read p.29 -36 'Subject knowledge and pupils' for a chapter on

teaching comprehension and the weaknesses in teaching explicit comprehension 'skills'
that are not transferable and 'Cognitive Science' on the power of stories.

Using stories in the curriculum — Mary Myatt Learning
Webpage  | Recommended

A curriculum of hope: as rich in humanity as in knowledge - Debra Kidd, 2020
Book  | Recommended
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/52FC4DED-BE20-A6C5-C9C7-19B51C5283EB
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/1534ceae-c8fb-4f63-854a-afc0f579ce19
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/A8B4721A-2886-7EFD-926E-25AE7931D111
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/0add1ee4-e685-41c4-b459-5dd2af2e1f5c
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/83e49ab2-74ae-439c-b7e7-2a65a396a394
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/228fd3e6-f97d-4fb8-bb74-435a19338ed0
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/376bc7c1-4405-430f-ae29-bd9848178a53

